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THEOREM :
Let q ,n be integers > 1, and let PI , P~, ... , P" be distinct qth roots of unity. Then P~' + p~. + . + P:; ;;e: 0 for aLL in tegral k if and only if n is a divisor of q a nd the set {P I 'P~, . . . , p,,} coincides with theset {1, ~'" ~;", .. , ~;: I }, where ~,,= exp(2 7Ti/n).
PROOF. We first assume the nonnegativity of th e s um s. Then after a s uitab le re numbe ring we may put P, = ~a" where?; = ~,,= exp(27Ti/q) is a primitiv e qth root of unity, a nd
Put
The n by the hypotheses of the theorem,
for all integral k.
It is of co urse s uffi cient to cons id e r only those k s uch that 0 ~ k ~ q -1, si nce ak+q= a,,..
:\.\lS Suhjec t C l as~i fi.catio n : 12A.15. 12:\45.
We have Thus if al "'" 0, ao + al + ... +aq-l = 0, which implies by (2) that ao = al = . .. = aq-I = 0. This is not possible, since ao = n. It follows that al = 0, and that
The proof will be by induction on fl (q), the total number of prime factors of q. Consider first fl (q) = 1, so that q is prime. Since q is prime, the algebraic integers aI, a2, . . . , aq_1 form a complete set of conjugates; and since an algebraic number is zero if and only if everyone of its conjugates is zero, there are just two possibilities :
Assume first that (a) holds. Then (2) implies that ai, > 0, 1 ~ k ~ q -1. We have from (3) that aoal.
. aq _ 1 ~ 1, since au = n < 1. It follows that ° < a I a2 ... aq -I < 1, which is a contradiction, since a I a2 ... aq~ 1 is the norm of the algebraic integer a I and so a rational integer. Now assume that (b) holds, and that n ~ q -1. Then we must have that
Because of (1), the matrix S = (~",.k), 1 ~ r, k ~ n , must be non·singular, which contradicts (4).
Thus the assumption n ~ q-l is not possible, and so n = q , and the integers a ,. must satisfy a,. = r -1, 1 ~ r ~ n. Thus the result follows in this case. Now suppose the result proved for all q such that fl (q) < N, N ~ 2, and let q be any positive integer such that fl(q) =N. Let t be any integer such that 1 ~ t ~ n. We have 
Now use the fact that Cik is real, take the complex conjugate of both sides of (5), and add the resulting equations. The result is that
,,=0
S in ce 2 -~"tk -~-"tl' "" 0 , a nd Ci , .. "" 0 by ass umpti on, we co nclud e fro m (6) th at an d sin ce we may also co nc lud e that (7) (1 -~f/t t')Cik = 0,
Now th e set {k: 1 ~ k ~ q} coin c id es with the se t {ql/ d: dlq , (l , d) = I} , wh e re th e notation means that d run s over th e positiv e divi sors of q and I runs over th e positive intege rs ~ d and re la· tively prim e to d.
Suppose first that there is no value of d > 1 such that d divides at for all t. The n (7) and th e de· composition above easily imply that Cit.-= 0 for 1 ~ k ~ q -1 (here we must use th e fac t that th e co njugates of ~d are precisely ~~, (l, d) It follows that n divides q and that
Hence the result holds for any q s uch that n (q) = N, and the proof (in this direction) is complete. This completes the proof of the theore m.
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